Five years ago the University of Oklahoma Foundation went into the publishing business in a small way with *Priority*, a newsletter for OU’s private benefactors. We discovered quickly that our friends were eager to read more about the University, its people and programs, its serious purposes and its lighter moments as well. For nearly 50 years, this sort of communication had been the job of the alumni association’s *Sooner Magazine*, but *Sooner Magazine* was dead. We began planning a quarterly publication to fill the gap.

Far from resenting the Foundation’s publishing intentions, OU alumni leaders were enthusiastic and suggested adoption of the traditional *Sooner Magazine* name, with the hope that the Foundation might mail to alumni association life members as well as to private donors. OU’s President William S. Banowsky also expressed approval of a quality magazine to be published by an independently incorporated agency dedicated to the advancement of the University.

The Foundation does not offer *Sooner Magazine* as a propaganda vehicle. The Foundation is in the business of helping the University achieve its lofty ambitions through a vigorous program of private support. We believe the University’s programs can stand on their own merits. We believe that our friends share our pride in our accomplishments and want to help us with our problems.

*Sooner Magazine*’s purpose is to be constructive, not controversial. Yet you may not — and I may not — always agree with the opinions or analyses appearing in *Sooner Magazine*. We hope you will feel free to comment either way. Nothing could be more in keeping with the spirit of a university.